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Abstract 

 

Road transport is still an essential part of the transport around Europe and has 

tremendous importance for all EU citizens. Unfortunately, also is one of the major 

contributors to air pollution and climate change. 

Much research into methods of reducing gas emissions is being carried out because of 

concern over high levels of pollutants in vehicular exhaust gas, and associated 

government regulations specifying limits on them. Research has been directed into 

novel engine configuration, thermal and catalytic reactors for oxidation of pollutants, as 

well as alternative fuel systems.  

The aim of this project titled “Investigation of Knock limits of Dual Fuel engines” was 

the evolving of a system to utilize alcohol as alternative fuel in a dual fuel engine. For 

this purpose a dual fuels diesel engine was developed. A short review about this kind of 

engine and the engine knocking concept, the required modifications, the evolved system 

and the experimental results are presented in this article.  

Exhaust gases are investigated, where compared with the conventional diesel engine 

HC, NOx, CO and CO2 emissions were decreased. Nevertheless, not only methanol was 

used as primary fuel in the dual fuel engine, in order to compare the use of more fuels 

gasoline was also used in the same dual fuel engine giving worse results than this kind 

of alcohol. 

Furthermore, an investigation about the knock limits on this kind of engines was done, 

where the experiments showed that alcohols, methanol in this case, had a better 

resistance to this not wanted combustion phenomenon, which make shorter the engine 

durability, than gasoline. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Importance of dual fuel engines at present and future in Europe 

and around the world 

 

A promising alternative fuel technology for the reduction of emissions from fuel 

engines is the conversion of such engines to operate on a mixture of gasoline fuel 

speaking about Spark Ignition (SI) engines or diesel fuel speaking about Compression 

Ignition (CI) and another fuel, this is meanly the named Dual Fuel engine [1].  

Nowadays, one of the most used gases for this option is being the fossil fuels, which 

normally could be Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG), Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and 

Compressed Natural Gas. LPG, LNG and CNG are well suited to particular types of 

vehicles and have advantages in each case [2].  

As vehicle fuels, how is said before they are suitable for use in the two dominant 

internal combustion engine technologies; spark ignition and compression ignition. 

Although capable of working in either type of engine there are practical factors which 

limit their applications to one rather than the other. Broadly speaking LPG is compatible 

with petrol (gasoline) engines and LNG and CNG with heavy diesel vehicles [2]. 

But fossil fuels are not the only used or investigated as an alternative fuel to petroleum 

fuels, for example alcohols like ethanol or bio-ethanol (when is come from biomass) are 

used with the same objective, sometimes alone or also possible mixed with gasoline. 

Another alcohol investigated is methanol, mixed with gasoline is less used than ethanol 

since have some inconvenient like is very toxic, but all that is being explained in a 

further detail later on [3].  

Hydrogen fuel could be an option also, being a renewable fuel which reduces 

considerably emissions of critical NOX, and where CO2 emission is negligible [4]. 

Nevertheless, in this project this alternative fuel is not being taken into account. 

Although all these fuels could be good options as alternatives to the petroleum fuels, 

this project is focused in the investigation of methanol like primary fuel in an engine 

based in the Diesel Dual Fuel Technology, which is explained in further detail in next 

chapters. Methanol is being compared with gasoline fuel in the same conditions, but all 

that is redacted in the results section.  
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All these fuels could be a clean alternative that is already available and has an important 

role to play for the current and future transport in Europe. Europe have to optimize the 

use of all available energy resources because of volatile prices of the fuel, air quality, 

climate changes and the current global economic crisis.  

Dual fuel engines play a significant role to help Europe meet its energy and 

environmental challenges, both now and in the future. For example, some studies done 

by LPG European Association [5] show that a greater role for dual fuel engines in 

Europe would prevent the emission of several million tons of CO2 and reduce the level 

and concentration of a number of harmful air contaminants, particularly in urban areas. 

Dual fuel engines are prepared to make a significant contribution and durable in a 

variety of policy areas and public priorities. 

Nowadays, there are an increasing number of dual fuel engines in operation worldwide 

[6]. They provide a relatively easy and inexpensive option to higher polluting diesel 

engines in a wide range of vehicles. The degree of sophistication of these engines varies 

depending upon fuel control strategies. However, they have proven reliable in many 

parts of the world and continue expanding their market, particularly in regions where 

diesel pollution is a major concern and health hazard. 

A combination of environmental concerns and supply constraints is driving the return to 

a diversified fuel market. The environmental concerns can be summarized as the fear 

that our practice of burning fossil fuels and thus reintroducing the carbon stored in our 

planets crust during millennia into the atmosphere can cause a change in the climate.  

For these concerns and like a solution to the dangerous emissions problem, Dual fuel 

engines are becoming popular in many parts of the world. According to World LP Gas 

Association [5], the more expensive and sophisticated computer control systems are 

being introduced successfully in North America and Australia, and are being tested in 

Europe in anticipation of market entry. But their use in other parts of the world is 

expanding, particularly in Latin America, India, Pakistan, China and other parts of Asia 

[6]. They tend to be used in large vehicles such as buses and refuse trucks, but also have 

applications in smaller commercial diesel engine vehicles. 

According to one study realized by LPG Europe Association in 2009 [5], although LPG 

is the main alternative fuel in Europe; do not have too much service stations network for 
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this fuel, but every year is growing up (figure 1, extracted of an article of LPG Europe 

Association realized in 2009). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Service stations working with LPG fuel in 2009 [5] 

 

 

In the same study previously appointed before, accumulated emissions reduction from 

2009 to 2020 were calculated, also people savings in their pockets (Table 1, extracted of 

an article of LPG Europe Association realized in 2009). 

 

Table 1. Accumulated emissions reduction from 2009 to 2020 and general savings 

calculated by LPG Europe Association in 2009 [5] 

Pollutant 

emissions

Tons of emissions 

saved

Saving society (in 

millon euros)
Impact

CO 952719 5

HC 111688 254

NOx 337363 3910

PM 11109 834

CO2 314806613 13813 Climate change

Premature mortality 

Heart/lungs cancer 

Respiratory problems 

Allergies / Migraines 

Dizzinies   
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1.2. Possible alternative fuels to the petroleum fuels 

1.2.1. Introduction to LPG, LNG and CNG fossil fuels 

 

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG), Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and Compressed Natural 

Gas (CNG) are fossil fuels and thus, greenhouse gases into the atmosphere which will 

take part with the climate change, in one way or in another. Their main advantages are 

that they produce much less tailpipe pollution than the typical petroleum fuels and can 

be significantly cheaper per mile to run, since the fuel prices are cheaper [2]. 

Although they can be used to replace diesel or petrol, LPG is better suited as a petrol 

alternative for smaller vehicles such as cars and small vans and LNG and CNG are 

appropriate for larger diesel vehicles [1]. 

All these fuels are explained in further detail just below. 

 

1.2.1.1. Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) characteristics 

 

LPG is normally used instead of gasoline, like is explained before. It means that LPG 

vehicles need to be designed and built for it, or they can be converted from petrol 

vehicles. The conversions are not very compatible from diesel because diesel engines 

need significant modification for this particular gas. Normally they are Bi-fuel which 

means that they can be run on either LPG or petrol with the help of a switch, even while 

the vehicle is running. 

From an environmental point of view LPG is cleaner than petrol and also diesel, 

nevertheless it is still a fossil fuel and thus its use contributes to global pollution and 

climate change. At the vehicle exhaust gas there are less CO, hydrocarbons, NOX and 

particulates emitted and it deposits less sulfur in the engine.  

The gas is liquefied by moderate compression at normal temperatures and is stored in 

appropriate tanks and cylinders. The liquefaction is necessary to provide a reduction in 

volume and produce acceptable energy densities. In general this process gives it 

portability and makes it a fuel with a lot of applications; nevertheless the main 

application discussed here is as a fuel used for motor vehicles. 
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The estimate of energy density is 65% compared to diesel and about 75% compared to 

gasoline. Typically the gas is predominantly propane (C3H8) with some butane (C4H10) 

derived mainly from oil refineries. The chemical formula means the ratio of carbon to 

hydrogen which is important because the smaller the ratio of C to H, the better for the 

environment. It is for that methane (CH4) is a better gas in this aspect, though only if is 

fully burnt [2]. 

 

1.2.1.2. Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) characteristics 

 

Liquefied Natural Gas fuel (LNG), which is meanly methane, even though is produced 

from a mixture of component, is compatible with diesel technology, subject to the 

necessary modifications. Because the composition of methane is CH4, Natural Gas 

vehicles are burning fuel with a relatively low carbon to hydrogen ratio, which leads to 

an estimate energy density of 60% compared to diesel.  

LNG cannot be converted to a liquid by only pressure, have to be cooled also to a very 

low temperature (lower than -160°C), and a process which removes some impurities 

such as sulfur and water is done. 

The LNG must be stored and transported permanently at around this temperature and 

this is realized by super insulation in a pressurized, double tank system, similar in 

principle to a thermos flask, together with a venting system to take away vapor. The 

storage pressure of about 8 bars is not regarded as very high but because of the 

insulation requirements the tanks are large. For this reason the fuel is only suited to 

large, heavy diesel vehicles such as trucks, buses and so on. 

Although the energy density is about 60% compared to diesel the fuel costs are much 

lower and LNG should give lower running costs. When compared to diesel, Natural Gas 

vehicles are quieter and local emissions of pollutants are much reduced. The main 

disadvantage, global pollution associated with the burning of fossil fuels, is being 

leaded because the last few years have seen the growing use of bio-methane or biogas 

(natural gas derived from organic and renewable sources, including waste) as the source 

of LNG and the same applies to CNG [2]. 
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1.2.1.3. Compression Natural Gas (CNG) characteristics 

 

Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) is, as is easy to appreciate in the name, the close 

relative of LNG and as a natural gas it has the same basic characteristics. However, 

because it is not liquefied it has a lower energy density and is stored at very high 

pressures; about 200 bars. The estimate of energy density is 25% compared to diesel or 

42% compared to LNG. 

These two factors are a big disadvantage for CNG. Storage and vehicle tanks have to be 

robust and heavy because of the high pressure requirement. The space taken up on the 

vehicles by the tanks is significantly more than twice that for LNG tanks (or the range is 

much less than half) because of the lower energy density. 

LNG is much more portable because CNG deposits need to be supplied by pipeline and 

need compressors on site. LNG sites require much less capital investment and are more 

expensive to run [2]. 

 

1.2.2. Ethanol fuel characteristics 

 

Ethanol or ethyl alcohol (CH3) is a chemical compound derived from the fermentation 

of sugars, or even grapes, whose can be used as fuel, alone or mixed with gasoline in 

varying amounts. The mixture obtained from ethanol and gasoline is also named as 

gasohol, and two mixtures are common, E10 and E85 which the number means the 

alcohol percentage the mixture has, with a 10% and 85% content respectively [7, 8]. 

This fuel is also increasingly used as an additive for standard gasoline oxygenate, 

replacing methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE). The last is responsible for considerable 

contamination of soil and groundwater. For ethanol production in the world is mainly 

used as a biomass source. This ethanol is called, by origin, bio-ethanol [7]. 

In the past little attention has been given to the utilization of alcohol fuels like ethanol 

or methanol in CI engines, this is because replacing diesel fuel entirely by alcohols is 

very difficult or even almost impossible. Nevertheless, an increased interest has 

emerged for the use of it with different amounts and different techniques in light-duty 

diesel engines as dual fuel operation during recent years [7, 8,9].  
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Ethanol can be produced in two ways. Most of the world production is obtained from 

the fermentation of a large number and diversity of plant materials high in carbohydrate 

vegetables in different forms such as starch, sucrose and cellulose. Then the ethanol is 

distilled off from the rest of the ferment and thus achieves a grade ethanol as an 

alternative fuel bio-methanol. Bio-ethanol has the same characteristics and chemical 

composition than ethanol because it is the same compound. The difference only lies in 

the production process. The ethanol must be obtained from biomass, not from petroleum 

[7].  

Furthermore, fuel ethanol is obtained by chemical synthesis via ethylene hydration 

using sulfuric acid as a process chemical accelerator. This synthesis occurs in a mixture 

of ethanol and distilled water which is then converted to the alternative fuel ethanol. 

In countries like Brazil, where is abundant, the collection is really profitable, they distil 

the plants obtaining this fuel. For that in this country for example more than 40% of the 

combustible used is obtained from this method. But not only is produced in Brazil, also 

in Colombia, United Stated, Europe, Mexico and Venezuela [7].  

Generally, the higher is the content of ethanol in gasohol mixture; the lower is its 

suitability for current automotive engines. Pure ethanol reacts or dissolves with certain 

rubber and plastic materials and should not be used in unmodified engines. Moreover, 

pure ethanol has a much higher octane than regular gasoline, thus requires changing the 

compression ratio or sparking timing for a maximum performance. Changing a car that 

uses pure gasoline as a car fuel using pure ethanol, and the flow needs larger carburetors 

(area increased about 30-40%). Methanol requires a uniform increase larger area, 

approximately 50% larger. 

Ethanol engines also need a cold start system to ensure sufficient vaporization 

temperatures below 15 °C to 11° C to maximize combustion, to avoid problems with the 

engine cold start and to minimize the non-combustion unvaporized ethanol. However, a 

mixture of gasoline with 10 to 30% ethanol, it generally requires no modification of the 

engine. Most modern cars can run on these mixtures without any problem. 

Gasohol E10, the most common variant has been introduced throughout Denmark. In 

1989, Brazil produced 12 billion liters of ethanol fuel from sugar cane, which was used 

to move 9.2 million cars. Also usually available in the mid-western United States, and is 

the only type of gasoline that can be sold in the state of Minnesota.  
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E85 is the term used for the mixture of 15% gasoline (by volume) and 85% ethanol. 

This mixture has an octane rating of about 105. This is significantly lower than pure 

ethanol, but much higher than regular gasoline. The addition of a small amount of gas 

helps to start a conventional engine when the engine is cold. Its heat of vaporization (by 

absorbing heat evaporation) is 3 times higher than gasoline, which dramatically lowers 

the temperature of the mixture at the time of evaporation, thereby increasing the density 

thereof and the volumetric efficiency [9]. 

Since 1999 model appeared, is increasing the number of vehicles in the world that are 

manufactured with engines capable of running on any fuel from ethanol: from zero to 

85% ethanol without modification. Many light commercial cars vehicles are designed as 

flexible to use various combinations of fuel; it can automatically detect the type of fuel 

and engine change behavior, mainly the ignition timing and the compression ratio to 

compensate for the octane number of the fuel in the cylinders of the engine. The power 

lost by the lack of calorific value compared to gasoline could be solved with increased 

compression ratio in engines as their power-knock is higher than gasoline [7]. 

 

1.2.3. Methanol fuel characteristics 

 

Methanol is used as fuel, especially when blended with gasoline. However, it has 

received less attention than ethanol (fuel) because it has some inconvenient. Its main 

advantage is that it can be easily produced from methane (the main component of 

natural gas) and by the pyrolysis of many organic materials.  

The problem of pyrolysis is that it is only economically feasible on an industrial scale, 

so it is not advisable to produce methanol from renewable resources such as personal 

use. In any case, the process becomes very hot, with some risk of fire, in addition, 

methanol is highly toxic, and thus it must always careful not swallowed, spilling over 

bare skin or inhaling the fumes. 

Methanol, like in the same case of ethanol, from recent years is investigated about the 

option of using it like primary fuel in light-duty diesel dual fuel engines giving very 

good results. Many techniques are being investigated, but the option of replace diesel in 

a totally way from now is not an option feasible. Nevertheless, ethanol is better option 

than methanol since the toxicity of the last one [7, 9]. 
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Unlike ethanol, methanol is a toxic product; extensive exposure to it can cause 

irreversible health damage, including blindness. The maximum allowable exposure in 

the U.S. in air (40 h / week) is 1.900 mg / m³ for ethanol, 900 mg / m³ for gasoline, and 

260 mg / m³ for methanol. It is also extremely volatile and therefore increases the risk of 

fire or explosion. In addition to the increased risk of fire and explosion, higher volatility 

means more evaporative emissions. Like is easy to see it is a serious problem this gas 

has [7]. 

Methanol is an alternative fuel for internal combustion engines and other, either in 

combination with gasoline or pure. It is used in racing cars and in China. In general, 

methanol fuel has received much less attention than the ethanol fuel as an alternative to 

petroleum fuels. Nowadays methanol is used pure or mixed with ethanol in 90% and 

10% respectively. 

In general, ethanol is less toxic and has a higher energy density, although methanol is 

less expensive to produce sustainably and is a less expensive way to reduce carbon 

footprint. However, to optimize engine performance, fuel availability and toxicity, a 

mixture of ethanol, methanol and oil is likely to be preferable to the use of any of these 

individual substances alone. Methanol can be made from fossil or renewable resources, 

particularly natural gas and biomass, respectively. Russia has an extensive program to 

produce methanol from eucalyptus [7]. 

Methanol is one of the fuels investigated in this project. 

 

1.3. A short review about the past of the combustion engine 

 

The combustion engine was designed with the aim to exploit the energy accumulated in 

diverse fuels converting the chemical energy into mechanical work. One of the first 

engines known was in 1823 by Samuel Brown, it is said these engines worked without 

compression stage since the admission stage finished prematurely closing the inlet valve 

before the piston reaches the half, causing the spark ignition which generated the 

combustion pushing piston stroke was weak [10, 11]. 

But was in 1886 when Nikolaus Otto patented the first four-stroke engine based in the 

studies of the French inventor Alphonse Beau de Rochas of 1862. This kind of engines 

is the internal combustion engine and predominant power source known nowadays. 
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Nevertheless, the first in manufacturing an automobile with a four-stroke engine was 

Karl Benz, who some years before had patented the two-stroke engine. Further brands 

like Ford also manufactured some automobiles like the famous Ford T [10]. 

Maintaining the work of Alphonse Beau de Rochas, James Atkinson designed and 

constructed an engine where the expansion stroke was longer than the compression, 

since the greater the expansion of the post combustion gases, the greater the work 

transferred; but his engine was plenty of mechanical problems such as the engine 

knocking. This method did not work properly because the expansion and compression 

ratios have to be linked since when the expansion ratio is increased, also have to be 

increased the compression ratio [10, 11]. 

In 1890, Rudolf Diesel created a new type of combustion engine where was not 

necessary a spark to ignite the fuel, but rather the hot compressed air was sufficient to 

ignite the fuel and thus the fuel was added after the compression. This improvement 

helped to get much greater expansion and compression ratios without knocking, and 

thus greater efficiency. 

For the past hundred years, the main purpose has been to improve the characteristics of 

both the Otto and the Diesel engines to make greater the work transferred exploiting 

more the fuel and with that make greater the efficiency. Because of that, advances has 

been made in fields like materials used, casting methods, engine geometry, injection 

strategies, combustion modes and software used for engine control. Nevertheless, one 

very important thing to take into account is the problem of the emissions transferred to 

the atmosphere, something very important lately since are one of the mean reasons of 

the harmful climate change [12].  

Due to these advances in the automotive sector born the concept of dual fuel engine 

explained in further detail. This engine type has been available to industry since the 

1930’s. In their origins, its use was almost exclusively through the Original Equipment 

Manufacturer (OEM). Nevertheless, due to their quality attributes many hundred of 

these engines were employed in the US during the rural electrification period. But once 

grid power was installed and more economical, many of these engines were rejected.  

Nowadays, they are gaining a new popularity because of the current price of diesel and 

the climate change, since natural gas is cleaner with so less emissions and cheaper [9, 

10]. 
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2. Emissions from combustion engines: a harmful problem to 

be considered 

 

The gas-powered internal combustion engine takes air from the atmosphere and gas 

which is a hydrocarbon fuel. Then, through the combustion process, the chemical 

energy stored in the fuel is liberated. Nevertheless, only about 20% of this energy is 

used to move the vehicle, the remaining 80% is missing from friction, aerodynamic 

drag, accessory operation, or simply wasted as heat transferred to the cooling system 

[13]. 

To understand better the combustion process, first the basic of combustion chemistry 

have to be understood, which takes place within the engine. The gasoline, as the natural 

gas, contains many chemicals, but it is primarily made up of hydrocarbons (HC). Then, 

inside an engine, the hydrocarbons in gasoline will not burn unless they are mixed with 

air. Air is composed of approximately 21% oxygen (O2), 78% nitrogen (N2) and 

diminutive amounts of other inert gasses; it could be seen in the next picture. 

 

 

Figure 2. Composition of the atmospheric air [13] 
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The ratio of air to fuel plays an important role in the efficiency of the combustion 

process. Exists an ideal air/fuel ratio where is achieved optimal emissions, fuel 

economy and the best engine performance. Both gasoline and diesel engines is around 

14.7 kg of air for every one kg of fuel. This “ideal air/fuel ratio” is referred to as 

stoichiometric mixture, and is the target that the feedback fuel control system constantly 

shoots for.  

Depending on the difference of this stoichiometric point, the engine will act different, 

i.e. if the fuel ratio is richer than stoichiometry will suffer the fuel economy and the 

emissions, in contrast a point leaner than stoichiometry will be power, drivability and 

emissions which suffer.  

In the next picture (figure 3), is shown the emissions created if a perfect combustion 

process was done, i.e. having a stoichiometric mixture. In this case, with ideal 

combustion conditions, hydrocarbons would react with oxygen producing H2O and 

CO2, and nitrogen would pass through the engine without being affected by the 

combustion process. But this case does not exist in a real engine. 

 

 

Figure 3. Emissions in an ideal combustion process [13] 

 

Nevertheless, from a real combustion process are generated different emissions and 

these could be divided in two categories. Local emissions affect negatively the 

environment close to the emitter and global emissions, being CO2 the main, affect the 

entire planet similarly. However, local emissions are the only taken into account by the 
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currently legislation and certification of vehicles and thus these emissions receive more 

attention from engine developers than global emissions. Global emissions are 

minimized in order to have a competitive product because are generally related to poor 

fuel economy.  

Main objective for developing an engine is therefore, obviously, to find the best solution 

to the problem of minimizing engine fuel consumption saving with that the pocket of 

the users, development cost and production costs with the hard restriction that the 

legislated emission limits need to be fulfilled [14].  

Here there are the main local and global emissions generated from engines when they 

are working, and their properties which are dangerous for the environment and people 

healthy. 

 

 

Figure 4. Emissions produced in a real combustion process [13] 

 

2.1. Local emissions 

2.1.1. Unburned hydrocarbons (HC) 

 

Unburned hydrocarbons (HC) emissions are generated when fuel escape combustion for 

some reasons, it changes depending on the kind of engine, i.e. Spark Ignition or 

Compression Ignition engine. In the spark ignition engine where a premixed charge is 

compressed and subsequently ignited, there are three main sources of HC emissions: 
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crevice losses, adsorption and quenching. The mean problems can cause when are 

emitted into the atmosphere are photochemical smog and diseases. 

The three main sources of HC emissions in the SI engine are the next [14]: 

Crevice losses is the largest contribution of the three mechanisms, this phenomenon 

happens when parts of the premixed charge are forced into narrow regions such as the 

piston ring pack and head gasket crevice. Conditions in these narrow and cold regions 

are unfavorable for flame propagation, and when expansion progresses and the pressure 

in the cylinder drops the unburned mixture from the crevices is returned to the 

combustion chamber and is ejected with the exhaust gases.  

Adsorption works similarly; at high pressure fuel hydrocarbons are absorbed into the 

oil film on the cylinder walls. As the expansion progresses and the pressure decrease, 

the adsorption reverses and the HC is returned to the combustion chamber being 

expelled with the exhaust gases. 

And the last one, quenching, a borderline layer exists close to the cylinder wall with 

lower temperature compared to the rest of the charge. The flame, then, quenches before 

it reaches the wall and some HC in the boundary layer may escape combustion. The 

degree of quenching to affect the emissions is considered small because of some of the 

HC will be diffused into the hot mixture and oxidize. This phenomenon is shown in the 

next picture (figure 5). 

 

 

Figure 5. Quenching phenomenon in the combustion process [13] 
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Lean operation would aggravate each the three factors explained before since it means 

to have lower temperatures. When the mixture is sufficiently diluted the point is reached 

where partial quenching occurs, what means the flame is extinguished before traverse 

the entirety of the combustion chamber. For spark ignition (SI) engines, the HC 

emissions are handled by an oxidation catalyst and depending on the fuel used; the 

demands on the catalyst differ.  

In the next graphic (figure 6) extracted from an exhaust gasses investigation from [13], 

it is shown how depending on the air/fuel ratio mixture vary the exhaust hydrocarbon 

production. The HC emissions are effectively handled by an oxidation catalyst. 

 

Figure 6. Effects of air/fuel ratio on HC exhaust emissions [13] 

 

Combustion ignition (CI) engines are direct injected which means they are not affected 

by any of the before mentioned mechanisms. HC emissions from the CI engine are in 

great measure derived from diesel fuel remaining in the injector purse. These 

contributions are small and HC emissions are not considered a problem for CI engines. 

But in a Dual Fuel engine which works with both fuels is different. For example, in a 

Dual Fuel engine working with methane like primary fuel, the hydrocarbons emissions 

(HC) are the mean problem since methane is unreactive and particularly difficult to 

handle by the after treatment system. A methane oxidation catalyst has a conversion 

efficiency of 90%, even at high temperatures [14, 15, 16].  
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Then, mechanisms contributing to HC emissions from a Dual Fuel engine operation 

could be listed in order of importance like [14, 15]: 

 

1. Combustion chamber crevices 

2. Flame quenching, both wall and bulk  

3. Absorption and desorption in deposits  

4. Fuel escaping from nozzle sac during expansion  

 

 

2.1.2. Carbon monoxide (CO) 

 

Carbon monoxide, CO, is an intermediate step in combustion of hydrocarbons. The 

causes of the failure of CO to oxidize into CO2 can depend meanly on either 

unavailability of oxygen, mainly because working with rich mixture, or too low 

temperatures due to lean conditions in both the CI and the SI engines. 

 

 

 

Figure 7. CO emissions caused by a rich mixture [13] 

 

CO is a gas very toxic to humans, could cause symptoms ranging from light headaches 

to death depending on the quantity inhaled. CO emissions are effectively handled by an 

oxidation catalyst too. 
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In the next graphic (figure 8) extracted from an exhaust gasses investigation from [13], 

it is shown how depending on the air/fuel ratio mixture vary the exhaust CO production. 

 

 

Figure 8. Effects of air/fuel ratio in CO and HC production [13] 

 

2.1.3. Nitrogen oxides (NOX) 

Nitrogen oxides, NO and NO2, also named as NOX, are formed when atmospheric 

nitrogen or nitrogen from the fuel is mixed with oxygen helped with the high 

temperatures in the combustion chamber. NOX emissions are dangerous to human 

because can cause respiratory diseases. Regarding the environment, NOX contributes to 

the formation of ozone at ground level NOX, but paradoxically, it also destroys the 

ozone at high altitudes damaging the ozone layer.  

There are three different NOX formed. First thermal NOX, which is referred to the high 

activation energy due to the high temperature produced, is highly dependent of the 

temperature and is responsible for 90-95 % of the NOX emissions from combustion 

engines. Also Prompt NOX, which is Nitrogen reacting with CH radicals and is 

dependent on locally fuel rich areas and decrease quickly at lean mixtures. The third 

formation is the fuel NOX [14]. 
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Figure 9. NOX produced by a high combustion temperature [13] 

 

In the next graphic (figure 10) extracted from an exhaust gasses investigation from [13], 

it is shown how depending on the air/fuel ratio mixture vary the exhaust NOX 

production. 

 

 

Figure 10. Effects of air/fuel ratio in HC, CO and NOX production [13] 
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2.2. Greenhouse gas (GHG) components 

2.2.1. Carbon dioxide (CO2) 

 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the inevitable consequence of hydrocarbon combustion. This 

inert gas is not harmful for plants or animals, but nevertheless it is a greenhouse gas. 

Burning fossil fuels, stored underneath the ground during past millennia increases the 

concentration of CO2in the atmosphere. Current CO2 concentration increased is the 

responsible of warming the planet and therefore climate change, because more of the 

sun’s heat is retained in the atmosphere [13, 14]. 

 

2.2.2. Methane (CH4) 

 

Methane (CH4) is a hydrocarbon, and also an inert gas and does not contribute to smog 

production or respiratory diseases. Nevertheless, along with carbon dioxide is a very 

potent greenhouse gas [14]. 

 

3. Concept of dual fuel engine 

 

In this section, it is described the dual fuel engine in general. Nevertheless, is focused in 

the most used Dual Fuel Technology whose primary fuel is natural gas or some alcohol 

(ethanol or methanol) and diesel like secondary fuel. Furthermore, the dual fuel engine 

investigated in this project is the same mechanically, but first gasoline is used like 

primary fuel to make a comparative using later methanol instead, although the principle 

of working is nearby to the same. Both kind of diesel dual fuel technology are described 

in further detail later on. 

 

3.1. Introduction to the dual fuel engine 

Dual fuel engines are internal combustion engines capable of running into two different 

fuels. Commonly main fuel is gasoline speaking about spark ignition (SI) engines, or 

diesel speaking about compression ignition (CI). The other fuel is an alternate fuel such 
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as natural gas (LPG or CNG), meanly methane, liquid petroleum gas (LPG) like 

propane or butane, hydrogen, or some alcohols like ethanol or methanol. 

The two fuels could be stored in separate tanks and the engine runs on one fuel at a 

time, this kind of engines are named bi-fuel engines, that is the typical case of the LPG 

vehicles named in chapters before. Nevertheless, if the two fuels are stored in two 

separate tanks, but they are working together into the combustion chamber, this case is 

named the dual fuel engine, the one investigated in this project [17].  

 

3.2. Natural gas Diesel Dual Fuel engine 

3.2.1. Natural gas Diesel Dual Fuel Technology 

 

Most used dual fuel engines are based about the diesel technology. From now this kind 

of dual fuel will be named Diesel Dual Fuel (DDF), the primary fuel is normally natural 

gas, however, like is shown before more fuels could be used. They are designed to 

operate interchangeably with diesel as a pilot ignition source, i.e. functioning on heat of 

compression and not with a spark plug [17, 18]. 

Nevertheless, these engines also can operate on 100% diesel fuel, for example when 

idling manages to operate on 100% diesel. But when the vehicle begins to change to full 

load performance, an increasing amount of natural gas replaces the diesel fuel to 80% or 

more. Due to this important behavior, these engines are especially helpful in conditions 

where the use of natural gas is desired for environmental or economic reasons but where 

the natural gas supply is not available in all locations. Another good characteristic is the 

relatively easy conversion of a diesel engine into dual fuel operation [1, 17].  

Different operation systems are used depending on operating conditions and the 

sophistication of the control system. Some are controlled by a fumigation system adding 

natural gas to the engine as higher speed is needed and other is computer controlled to 

ensure the optimal ratio of natural gas and diesel fuel is deposited contingent upon load 

and performance conditions. All the same the DDF engine achieves lower emissions, 

mainly in NOX and particulate matter [17, 19].  

Here in the next picture (figure 11) it is shown the principle of working of the typical 

four-stroke DDF engine. This principle of working is the same as the engine used in the 
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experimental investigation shown in next sections, only that gasoline instead of natural 

gas. 

 

Figure 11.Four-stroke Dual Fuel Diesel-Gas Cycle. Principle of working of a four-

stroke typical DDF engine [1] 

 

3.2.2. The port injection DDF engine 

The most used  kind of diesel dual fuel engines is the port injection DDF engine, the 

reason is because allow diesel engines be converted as dual fuel natural gas engines in a 

relatively easily way because mainly there are no changes in the engine compression 

ratio, cylinder heads, or basic operation as a diesel cycle engine [1].  

Even the sophisticated computer controlled dual fuel systems are being developed as 

technologies that can be removed if necessary, to resell the vehicle as a normal diesel 

engine. These conversions are easy to install and easy to maintain. This flexibility 

makes these engines very useful in many global markets.  
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Some cities in various parts of the world are reaching epidemically poor air quality 

limits and need an immediate remedy to pollution caused by urban vehicles. Natural gas 

provides both an environmental benefit and, in most markets, a cheaper fuel than 

refined petroleum products. This compensates economically over the vehicle’s lifetime 

for the additional cost of the natural gas equipment [1, 18, 20]. 

 

3.2.3. Methane like primary fuel in DDF engines 

 

Methane is the mainly component of the gas natural, which is the most typical fuel used 

in the nowadays DDF engine, which can be derived both from renewable and from 

fossil sources. Methane from organic waste, which is commonly named as bio-methane, 

can provide a reduction in greenhouse gases matchless by any other fuel.  

The DDF engine could be seen like a hybrid between the diesel and the Otto engine 

from a combustion point of view since it shares characteristics with both offering a 

good alternative to both diesel and spark ignition engines. This kind of engines shares 

characteristics with both, for example speaking about the heat release. Extracted from 

measurement and work of experiments of other projects, a fourth possible contribution 

to the heat release is done: 

1. Combustion of the diesel pilot 

2. Combustion of methane in the pre-mixed pilot-region. 

3. Flame propagation through the methane-air mixture. 

4. Possible pressure increasing on the end gas due to engine knocking, which is 

named bulk ignition  
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It is shown in the next graphic (figure 12): 

 

Figure 12. Contributions to dual fuel heat release [14] 

 

Methane is well known to forms easily a homogeneous air/fuel mixture which can be 

ignited and burned over an extensive flammability range. A consequence of the 

premixed combustion, lower NOX emissions and particles emissions are produced 

compared to diesel engines. Furthermore, the fuel is chemically inert with low 

photochemical reactivity and low global toxicity of the exhaust gases in comparison 

with diesel engines. At the same time, the low carbon/hydrogen ratio permits reduced 

carbon dioxide emissions for a given engine efficiency [14].  

Also is known that natural gas has a very good knock resistance which, when combined 

with the lean mixtures innate in the dual fuel engines, allows compression ratios for 

optimum engine efficiencies. Nevertheless, at engine loads, lower fuel combustion 

efficiency has been observed, as a consequence of significant amounts of hydrocarbon 

(HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) in the exhaust gas [14, 21].  

Most of the HC in the dual fuel engine exhaust is methane, since it is a strong 

greenhouse, despite of its chemically resistant and toxicologically inert. However, it has 

been investigated that diesel fuel may be replaced by other plant oils like rapeseed oil or 

other seed oils, and still have similar performance and lower emissions [14]. 
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3.3. Ethanol or Methanol Diesel Dual Fuel engine 

3.3.1. Ethanol or Methanol Diesel Dual Fuel Technology 

 

From the increasing popularity of light-duty diesel engines an alternative fuel option is 

being investigated to substitute the petroleum fuels. Since, like is explained before, 

Natural Gas option is only appropriate to larger vehicles because the sizes of the tanks, 

but not for this kind of light-duty vehicles [22]. 

For this reason started the investigation of ethanol (ethyl alcohol) like a fuel option in 

diesel engines, especially bio-ethanol, which could be made from corn, sugarcane and 

biomass. Nevertheless, neither ethanol pure nor ethanol-diesel mixture are good idea 

being applied in CI engines alone because of the next physicochemical properties as 

[22, 23]: 

1. Low cetane number, whereas the diesel engine needs a high cetane number fuels 

(45-55) which auto-ignite in an easy way and give small ignition delay. 

2. Low lubricity, diesel fuels serve as lubricants for diesel engines. 

3. Weak mixing with diesel fuel in the presence of water and degradation of 

lubricating oil. 

4. More alcohol fuel than diesel is needed by mass and volume. 

5. Problems for corrosion. 

6. The poor auto-ignition capability is responsible for severe knock due to rapid 

burning of vaporized alcohol and combustion quenching caused by high latent 

heat of vaporization and subsequent charge cooling [22]. 

 

In spite of the problems alcohol has been before when it is mixed with diesel, several 

techniques involving alcohol DDF operation has been considered. The ignition of 

alcohol in dual fuel operation is ensured by the high self-ignition diesel fuel.  

 

The most common methods used in some experiments are the next [22]: 

1. Alcohol fumigation: the addition of alcohols to the intake air charge, displacing up to 

50% of diesel fuel demand. 
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2. Dual injection: separate injection systems for each fuel, displacing up to 90% of 

diesel fuel demand. 

3. Alcohol-diesel fuel blended: mixture of the fuels just prior to injection, displacing up 

to25% of diesel fuel demand. 

4. Alcohol-diesel fuel emulsion: using an emulser to mix the fuels to prevent separation, 

displacing up to 25% diesel fuel demand. 

 

A good advantage of this kind of engines is that the engine is limited in power output 

due to smoke emissions; fumigating ethanol could increase the power output because 

alcohol tends to reduce smoke. This is because of good mixing of the injected charge 

with alcohol. Another advantage is that fumigation can substitute alcohol for diesel fuel. 

Up to 50% of the fuel energy can be derived from alcohol by fumigation. 

In this project, is used the method one, where a mixed alcohol fuel of methanol with 

gasoline is added into the combustion chamber after being mixed with air in the intake 

manifold, then in the compression stroke the diesel fuel is injected used as a pilot 

ignition fuel. 

This alcohol fumigation method requires a carburetor, vaporizer or injector to fumigate 

the alcohol into the intake manifold (injector in the case of this project) before enter to 

the combustion chamber, also needs a separate fuel tank, lines and control. 

From an investigation done from [22] the easiest method by which alcohols can be used 

in diesel engines is in the form of blends, not the case of this project. Nevertheless, for 

lower alcohols, this approach is limited to ethanol because methanol is not soluble or 

has very limited solubility in the diesel fuel. 

An advantage of ethanol-diesel mixture fuel solution is that few major component 

changes are required for their use. Small adjustments to the injection timing and fuel 

delivery may be necessary to restore full power. The adjustments depend on the ethanol 

concentration and the combustion effects of ethanol [22]. If the alcohol amounts are not 

very considerable and are inside a permissive range, no modification on the engine is 

necessary to make, but less alcohol enter to the engine and more similar behavior to 

typical diesel engine is achieved. 
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3.3.2. Research about alcohol DDF engines 

 

Some projects has been done from last 30 years, and in every one some progress they 

did, some of them are explained here. 

For example, the project commented before [22] done where the effects of ethanol 

fumigation and ethanol-diesel blends on the performance and emissions of a single-

cylinder diesel engine. Well, they reported that, in all cases, the use of ethanol as a 

blend with diesel fuel compared least favorably with fumigation, and the use of such 

fumigation is effective and gives good results.  

For example, in the project done by [24] some experiments were done in a direct 

injection diesel engine of a heavy-duty vehicle, what they did was make a mixture of 

diesel with 30% ethanol and 15% rape oil. They discovered that the combustion 

temperatures were lower, the addition of 30% ethanol caused longer ignition delay and 

at full load, all the emissions were lower. Nevertheless, at lower loads and speeds, CO 

and HC emissions were increased. Although, they obtained similar emissions to diesel 

fuel, the power output was reduced up to 12.5%. 

Another example could be seen by [25], they used a standard 4-cylinder diesel engine 

from Volkswagen. They investigation was about the performance of alcohol-diesel fuel 

blends, where the alcohols were ethanol and methanol. They discovered that HC and 

CO emissions increased, whereas NOX decreased in comparison with only diesel fuel.  

An example was investigated by [26], in a 6-cylinder turbocharger diesel at 2400 rpm 

with one fuel injector for each cylinder. Ethanol was injected directly into the intake 

ports. What they discovered was that at lower load NO levels was reduced, and HC 

emissions was increased greatly as the ethanol increased. 

Continuing with examples, in an investigation done by [27] ethanol fumigation was 

applied to an indirect injection diesel engine in a light-duty vehicle. A pressurized 

nitrogen cylinder with secondary air supply was used in amounts up to 50% of the total 

fuel energy. The idea was to study the effect of ethanol fumigation on the performance 

combustion knock characteristics and exhaust emissions, something similar to this 

project. They reported that for all conditions except light load, measured thermal and 

efficiency profits were obtained. Nevertheless, the maximum amount of ethanol that 
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could be fumigated was limited by the occurrence of severe engine knocking. NOX 

decreased for all conditions tested.  

Also some investigations have been carried out from [28, 29] on diesel engines fuelled 

with evaporated methanol as a main fuel and diesel as a pilot ignition fuel, but not much 

information achieved from it.  

 

3.3.3. Ethanol vehicle emissions 

 

Ethanol, which can be blended with gasoline for use as a vehicle fuel or used with the 

DDF technology, can offer some emissions benefits depending on many concepts like 

vehicle type, engine calibration, and blend level (E10, E85, etc.). Nevertheless, also is 

demonstrated that the use and storage of ethanol blends can result toxic chemicals and 

greenhouse gases. Although, when compared with the petroleum fuels, like gasoline for 

example, the use of high-level ethanol blends, such as E85, generally result in lower 

emissions.  

For that, today’s standards emissions require ethanol/gasoline-capable flexible fuel 

vehicles (FFVs) to meet the same emissions standards as conventional vehicles, 

regardless of the fuel used [30]. 

Using ethanol as a vehicle fuel has measurable greenhouse gases emissions benefits 

compared with using gasoline. Carbon dioxide (CO2) released when ethanol is used in 

vehicles is offset by the CO2 captured when crops used to make the ethanol are grown. 

As a result, FFVs running on ethanol produce less net CO2 than conventional vehicles 

per mile traveled. 

A study done by [30] found that when these entire fuel life cycles are considered, using 

corn-based ethanol instead of gasoline reduces life cycle greenhouses emissions by 19% 

to 52%, depending on the source of energy used during ethanol production, it is possible 

to see better in the next graph (figure 13). Using cellulosic ethanol provides an even 

greater benefit reducing greenhouses gases emissions by up to 86%.  
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Figure 13. Greenhouse gas emissions of transportation fuels by type of energy used 
processing [30] 

 

3.4. Advantages and inconvenient about DDF engines 

3.4.1. General advantages about DDF engines 

 

• It requires a minimum of modification to the engine, since primary fuel injector 

is placed at the take air manifold. Also, low control of the fuel can be managed 

by a simplified device and fuel supply system. 

• The primary fuel system is separate from the diesel system. This flexibility 

enables diesel engines, equipped with the fumigation system, to be operated with 

diesel fuel only. The engine can switch from dual fuel to diesel fuel operation 

and vice-versa by disconnection and connection of the alcohol source to the 

injector. 

• Full original power capacity  

• Diesel cam timing keeps exhaust cooler and provides better scavenging, 

contributes to higher power density and longer valve life. 

• Higher compression ratio, better efficiency, nearly all dual fuel engines have 

better efficiency than spark gas. 

• Diesel ignition, this is a huge one. You will have very long service intervals with 

the ignition system (same as normal diesel injector service). Lean burn 

combustion capacity, far beyond any spark ignition system, contributes to 

reduced misfire, better efficiency, higher power density, reduced NOX emissions. 
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Diesel pilot fuel provides lubrication to valves and rings, when combined with 

clean gas, maintenance service intervals are longer than strait diesel not shorter 

like spark gas. 

• Exhaust emissions, specifically Nitrogen oxides, CO2 and particulates are 

significantly reduced. 

• Fail safe operation, if a problem exists with the gas system full diesel backup is 

instantly provided. 

• No changes should be made to your standard engine warranty. 

• Should be noted that certain aspects of a lean burn spark gas and dual fuel are 

similar [18]. 

 

3.4.2. General inconvenient about DDF engines 

 

• Dual fuel engines require diesel for ignition. Run out of diesel and you are not 

running. 

• Higher emissions of CO compared to strait diesel. Similar emissions of CO as 

spark gas (without catalytic converter). 

• Two fuel systems to maintain. Keep in mind however that diesel fuel ignition is 

less maintenance than spark systems and that the gases control system is mostly 

maintenance free. 

• Less oil contaminates leads to longer lasting engine, possibly by a factor of two 

[18]. 

 

4. Knock combustion 

 

In this section, it is described the important concept of knocking in the engines, main 

topic of the research of this project.  

Knock combustion or engine knocking is defined as noise caused by high frequency 

pressure oscillations resulting from self-ignition of unburned fuel at the end of the 

compression stroke. The amplitude of these oscillations can be as high as peak of 
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combustion pressure. This combustion phenomenon is not wanted, since make shorter 

the engine durability [31]. 

If detonation is allowed to persist under extreme conditions or over many engine cycles, 

engine parts can be damaged or destroyed. The simplest deleterious effects are typically 

particle wear caused by moderate knocking, which may further ensue through the 

engine's oil system and cause wear on other parts before being trapped by the oil filter. 

Severe knocking can lead to catastrophic failure in the form of physical holes punched 

through the piston or cylinder head (i.e., rupture of the combustion chamber), either of 

which depressurizes the affected cylinder and introduces large metal fragments, fuel, 

and combustion products into the oil system. Hypereutectic pistons are known to break 

easily from such shock waves [31]. 

Therefore, detection of knock combustion is a basic measure of a modern engine control 

system to prevent the engine from working with such the abnormal combustion. 

Usually, the detection is realized with a vibration sensor installed on the engine body. 

There is almost linear correlation between knock intensity and engine body vibration on 

a given frequency, thus such monitoring of knock combustion can be easily conducted. 

Although, running the engine under knock is undesirable due to affecting engine 

durability, but working just at the edge of knock combustion can provide conditions for 

maximum available engine performance. It is particularly observed in case bad quality 

fuels are applied  

In SI engines, the knock detection system provides real-time monitoring of the engine 

and in case of the knock onset, the control system retards spark timing to eliminate this 

abnormal combustion. There are also other measures to eliminate or reduce the knock 

effect.  

Among the others, exhaust gas recirculation strategy and leaning combustible mixture 

can be applied as the effective way to reduce the knock combustion. Anyway, the best 

for the engine is to work without knocking. Thus, prediction of potential combustion 

knock occurrence is the main target of research in the field [32].  

Theory and modeling the knock combustion can be valuable tools in computational 

simulation of engine working cycles. Although, several correlation between knock 

intensity and quantities as pre-ignition temperature and ignition delay are satisfactory 

recognized, but origin of this phenomenon still needs to be theoretically investigated in 
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details. Thus, it will make the model of knock combustion more universal and will 

provide opportunity of knock prediction in various types of engines [32, 33]. 

 

4.1. Knock combustion in DDF engines 

 

Gaseous fuels promise to be suitable for higher compression engines, since it is known 

that they resist knock more than conventional liquid fuels, as well as producing less 

polluting exhaust gases if appropriate conditions are satisfied for its mixing and 

combustion.  

Noise is a pollutant from the combustion process that may have a direct effect upon 

observers. It may cause immediate annoyance and physiological change. Combustion 

noise occurs in two forms, direct and indirect. 

Direct noise is noise generated in and radiated from a region undergoing turbulent 

combustion. This is caused by a temporal fluctuation in the aggregate heat release of the 

reacting region. This overall fluctuation exists and generates pressure waves [34].  

The indirect noise is generated downstream of the combustion region due to interactions 

between streamlines of different temperatures. Depending on the device, either direct or 

indirect noise may be dominant. It has also been shown for some time that in Diesel 

engines, both the pressure–time form and the turbulence–combustion interaction may be 

important to the noise problem [34]. 

The Diesel engine’s combustion process is known to produce much more noise than that 

produced by the spark ignition engine. The noise is transmitted throughout the engine 

block as vibration, which can cause audible noise to a human ear at a different spectrum 

of frequencies.  

Besides of airflow and mechanical noise, combustion noise is also known to be a main 

source of noise. This is commonly for engines using high compression ratios, and the 

combustion pressure rise is fast. One of the main factors known to affect the combustion 

noise is the pressure rise rate during combustion. Considerable efforts have been applied 

to have smoother and less noisy Diesel engines, and works published relating the Diesel 

engine combustion noise to the engine operating and design parameters [35].  
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Gaseous fuels are considered to be good alternative fuels for passenger cars, truck 

transportation and stationary engines that can provide both good environmental effect 

and energy security. Nevertheless, as the composition of gaseous fuel candidates varies, 

the emission characteristics, performance and combustion noise of the gaseous engines 

are affected [32]. 

 

5. Experimental setup 

In this section is detailed the experimental setup used in the laboratory for carrying out 

the experiments for the investigation of the knock limits of a Diesel Dual Fuel engine, 

whose performance is developed later on.  

The aim of the experiment is to study the knock limits of dual fuel engines since as 

detailed in before sections could be a normal problem in this kind of engines. 

Nevertheless, it is not the only studied, also the emissions produced in the combustion 

process have been calculated in order to observe as harmful are to the atmosphere and 

thus to the planet, since this is a very important concept to investigate and try to solve 

lately because of the global warming. 

Two different fuels separately are used as primary fuel in the Diesel Dual Fuel engine 

utilized; diesel is used as a pilot ignition of the primary fuel, which are normal gasoline 

and methanol. Results of the two fuels, gasoline and methanol, are investigated in order 

to study which have the higher emissions and how both act to the knocking engine 

problem. All the results are being shown in the next section. 

The experiment has been developed in Budapest University of Technology and 

Economics (BME), in the mechanical laboratory; and to carry the tests out the mean 

next equipment has been utilized: 

• Dual Fuel engine CFR F-5 Cetane Method Diesel Fuel Rating Unit. 

• Gas analyzers SERIES 700 of Maihak AG used for O2emissions. 

• Gas analyzer HORIBA Type MEXA 8120F for CO, CO2, NOX and HC 

emissions. 

• An injection system in order to inject the gasoline or methanol, depending on the 

investigated case, into the intake manifold for being mixed with the air intake 

before entering to the combustion chamber. 
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• Control system with PC software to realize and control the primary fuel 

injection. 

• Pressure transducer connected to the combustion chamber and an optical sensor 

to know the crank angle in every moment. 

• A software system in order to save and show the results of the experiments, 

meanly to show the pressure in function of the crank angle or time. 

• A software system in order to save and show the exhaust emissions created 

while the engine is running. 

• Temperature sensors and actuators to control the temperature of cooling water, 

air intake and diesel injector with the aim of a good working of the installation, 

and a computer screen to show it. 

 

In the next picture (figure 14), taken at the BME university lab, it is shown all the 

equipment described previously and ready for working. 

 

 

Figure 14. Equipment used to carry out the experiments at the BME laboratory 
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Nevertheless, in the next page, there is a diagram where is possible to observe all the 

main parts of the system are used and how they are connected including. By colors are 

differenced the different matters are running in every circuit, having primary fuel 

(gasoline or methanol), diesel fuel, air intake and the exhaust emissions. All the other 

circuits as, for example, cooling water and oil, are not considered in this diagram, but 

not for that do not exist. All this circuits are being described just later on the next page. 
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5.1. Dual Fuel Engine CFR F-5 

 

The engine used for this investigation is a CFR F-5 Cetane Method Diesel Fuel Rating 

Unit, designed for Waukesha Engine Division, Dresser Industries Inc. 

The model CFR F-5 Cetane Method Diesel Fuel Rating Unit is utilized for numerous 

research studies related to diesel cycle combustion, since it has the ability to vary 

compression ratio, injection timing, fuel consumption, and other critical variables 

provides extensive flexibility of operation. 

This test system has been designed for running with two different fuels, diesel and a 

primary fuel. In the experiments done at laboratory is running with gasoline or methanol 

like primary fuel mixed with air in the intake manifold before going into the combustion 

chamber, and diesel like secondary fuel injected directly in the combustion chamber for 

being able the combustion process. 

 

Figure 15. Diesel Dual Fuel engine CFR F-5. Frontal picture. 
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Figure 16. Diesel Dual Fuel Engine CFR F-5. Side picture. 

 

 

Figure 17. Diesel Dual Fuel Engine CFR F-5. 
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5.1.1. Overall description    

 

This model has a unique cylinder (figure 18), four-stroke cycle, assembly with variable 

compression ratio and an indirect injection system assembles on crankcase which is 

mounted on a bedplate. The engine flywheel is belt connected to an electric motor that 

is mounted on a sliding base connected to the bedplate. This electric motor acts to start 

the engine, and maintain constant engine speed.  

 

 

Figure 18. Diesel Dual Fuel engine Cylinder 

 

The compression ratio is variable; since the cylinder head incorporates a cylindrical pre-

combustion chamber where the injector nozzle sprays fuel into the chamber from one 

end while a variable compression plug controlled by a handwheel mechanism block the 

opposite end. This pre-combustion chamber is connected to the main combustion 

chamber by a turbulence passage. Using the handwheel mechanism can be moved the 

plug in and out of the pre-combustion chamber causing changes in compression ratio 

while engine is operating. All this assembly is shown in the next figures (figure 19 and 

20). 
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Figure 19. CFR F-5 Dual Fuel Combustion Chamber Assembly 

 

 

Figure 20. Variable Compression Ratio Diesel Cylinder Head and Handwheel 
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Diesel is introduced to a fuel tank mounted above the inlet port of an injection pump 

and connected to the pump through a selector-valve. The fuel is delivered with the help 

of the injection pump to the pre-combustion chamber through an injector nozzle 

assembly. Fuel flow-rate can be varied through an adjustable mechanism mounted in the 

injection pump. The injection time can be controlled through an adjustable timing 

device integrated in the injection pump. 

 

 

Figure 21. Fuel System Flow Diagram 

 

Through electromagnetic pickups detection of the time of injection and the start of 

combustion can be sensed, since two optical reference pickups sense crankshaft position 

at prescribed points in the combustion cycle. Injection time (advance) and ignition delay 

are digitally displayed, in crank angle degrees. 
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An electric heater controlled by temperature control instrumentation is used for 

establishing engine inlet air temperature. This air is mixed with the primary fuel, 

gasoline or methanol depending on the case, in the intake manifold just before going 

into the combustion chamber. This fuel is injected through an injector nozzle assembly 

with the help of an injection pump situated after a fuel tank.  

An electrical heater operated by a thermostatically controlled switch and mounted under 

the engine crankcase is used to maintain crankcase lubricating oil temperature either 

unit is operating or is shut down.  

 

5.1.2. Engine specifications 

 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

Crankcase Model CFR-48D, Cast Iron 

Cylinder 
Single Bore Cast Iron, integral 

Coolant Jacket 

Cylinder Head 

Cast Iron, Pre-combustion Chamber 

with Turbulence Passage, Variable 

Compression Plug Passage, Integral 

Coolant Jacket 

Compression Ratio 
8:1 to 36:1, Variable by External 

Handwheel Assembly 

Cylinder Bore (Diameter) 82,55 mm 

Stroke 114,3 mm 

Displacement 611,83 cm
3
 

Valve Mechanism In Head with Enclosure 

Intake and Exhaust Valves Rotator Assembly, No Shroud 

Piston Cast Iron, Flat Top 

Compression Rings 
Top Ring, Chrome Plated and 3, 

Ferrous, Straight Sided 

Oil Ring 
1, Cast Iron, One Piece, Slotted 

(Type 85) 

Cam shaft Overlap 5 degrees 

Fuel System Indirect Injection 

Combustion Air 
Temperature Controlled Room Air 

at Atmospheric Pressure 

Engine Coolant System 
Thermal Syphon; Boiling at 

Atmospheric Pressure 

 

Table 2. CFR F-5 engine Characteristics Summary Table 
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5.2. Control systems 

The control systems are the responsible to control the different parameters which are 

necessary to make sure the tests at the lab, there are parameters are pre-fixed or 

parameters change during the experiment, thus have to be corrected in some cases. 

 

5.2.1. Primary fuel injection 

 

The meanly controlled is the injection time and thus gasoline or methanol fuel flow is 

entering into the combustion chamber mixed with the intake air taken. The system is 

formed basically for a fuel tank, a filter, a pressure gauge, a pump, a pressure 

transducer, an injector and the control system.  

The control system is connected to a computer, because of the computer software is 

possible to activate and deactivate the primary fuel injection, being possible to make run 

the engine with only diesel. The parameters are controlled here are the primary fuel 

injection time, which act directly over the fuel flow, and the primary fuel pressure 

injection. In the next picture is shown the software which controls it (figure 22). 

Figure 22.Software to control the primary fuel injection. 
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Figure 23. Primary fuel system. 

 

 

Figure 24. Gasoline injection to the intake manifold to be mixed with the air intake 

before entering into the combustion chamber 
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5.2.2. Secondary fuel injection 

 

In the engine description this fuel injection has been described, but basically what is 

controlled in this assembly is the time of injection, the injection delay and the diesel 

fuel flow, all manually with different handles. 

 

Figure 25. Manually control of time of injection (left handle) and diesel fuel flow 

(right handle). 

 

Figure 26. Diesel fuel tanks. 
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Figure 27. Diesel injection to the pre-combustion chamber 

 

 

 

Figure 28. Secundary fuel (diesel) pump 
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5.2.3. Compression Ratio 

 

The compression ratio is controlled by a handle and can be varied from 8:1 to 36:1. This 

assembly has been described in more detail before, in the next picture the compression 

ratio handle is shown (figure 29 and 30). 

 

Figure 29. Compression Ratio handle controller 

 

Figure 30. Compression Ratio handle controller 
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5.2.4. Temperatures control 

 

Air intake, cooling water and lubrication oil temperatures are controlled to ensure the 

properly working of the engine, through software the temperatures are shown in every 

moment and with the help of handles can be modified.  

 

Figure 31. Injector cooling water temperature handle control 

 

Figure 32. Air intake (left) and oil temperature (right) handle control 
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Figure 33. Software to control the temperature of cooling water (left graphic), 

air intake (middle graphic) and oil (right graphic). 

 

5.3. Data acquisition 

The main purpose of the experiment is to investigate the knock limits of this kind of 

engines, the dual fuel engines, for that is needed to measure the pressure in the 

combustion chamber and the crank angle, this two measurements are possible thanks to 

a pressure transducer collocated in the combustion chamber and a position sensor 

collocated in the crank wheel.  

These sensors are connected to a control system and software which shows and save a 

graphic of the combustion chamber pressure in function of the crank angle and in 

function of the time.  

Once all the results are saved in their respective graphics, with the CC Pressure-Crank 

angle graphic is easy to observe how the engine is working in every case and with every 

fuel. Nevertheless, is the CC Pressure-time graphic, which is necessary to calculate the 

engine knocking.  

The calculation of all the parameters is explained in further detail in the next section of 

results. 
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5.4. Emissions calculation 

Two different gas analyzers are used for carrying out the lecture of the gases thrown to 

the atmosphere through exhaust manifold. These gas analyzers are connected to one 

computer where it is possible to read the value of each different gas generated after 

combustion of the engine described previously, also is possible to save the results in 

order to realize a further investigation. 

All the results are shown in the next section. 

The gases analyzed are mainly O2, CO, CO2, NOX and HC, and the gas analyzers are the 

next: 

• Gas analyzers SERIES 700 of Maihak AG used for O2 

• Gas analyzer HORIBA Type MEXA 8120F for CO, CO2, NOX and HC. 

 

 

 

Figure 35. Pre-sampler Gas analyzer HORIBA Type MEXA 8120F for CO, CO2, NOX 

and HC 
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Figure 36. Computer screen showing the results of the exhaust emissions while the 

engine is working. 

 

5.4.1. Gas analysers SERIES 700 

Gas analyzers SERIES 700 measure the volumetric portion (concentration) of a 

particular gas in a gas mixture, exhaust gas of the dual fuel engine in this case. The 

sample gas flows through the internal measuring system of the gas analyzer. Gas 

analyzer could be equipped with up to three different analyzer modules, and can 

measure up to five components simultaneously. In the case of this project, this gas 

analyzer is used for measuring only O2. 

There are two methods to measure the O2, OXOR-E method which works with an 

electrochemical cell and OXOR-P method which works with a paramagnetic measuring 

cell. The used in the laboratory is the OXOR-P method, which is explained later on. 

 

5.4.1.1. Principle of operation of OXOR-P 

The OXOR analyzer module contains a diamagnetic dumbbell which is suspended in a 

magnetic field in such a way that it could rotate out of this field. An opto-electrical 

compensation circuit is used to keep the dumbbell in a defined resting position. 
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The sample gas flows through the measuring cell. If it contains O2, then the 

paramagnetic characteristic of O2 will alter the magnetic field. This causes an adaptation 

of the opto-electronic compensation, which is read by the software and evaluated as an 

O2 concentration change.  

 

5.4.2. Gas analyzer HORIBA Type MEXA 8120F 

HORIBA Type MEXA 8120F is an analytical system which was developed for the 

purpose of measuring exhaust gas concentration by means of a direct sampling method 

in which the exhaust gas is directly sampled from the tail pipes of the heavy duty 

engine, although in the case of our engine is not such an engine. 

Different methods are used for the different gases to analyze, NDIR method is 

employed for analyzing CO and CO2, H-FID method for T-HC and H-CLD method for 

NOX (NO).  

The Analyzer Control Unit was further improved function and performance, and each 

control unit is in a modular configuration complete with an amplifier, a converter and a 

display. 

A heated sampling method is employed for the flow line in the sample handling system. 

Grouped into units function, the sample handling system is designed to demonstrate a 

dependable sampling function by a minimum number of constituent parts.  

Following is described the constitution of the system. 

 

5.4.2.1. Pre-sampler 

The pre-sampler consists of an oven, flow selection valves, heated filters and a heated 

sampling pump. 

 

5.4.2.2. Main sampling section 

The main sampling section consists of an oil catcher, a heat exchanger, a cooling unit, a 

filter, a solenoid valve unit, a drain pot and a purging pump. 
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5.4.2.3. Sampling unit 

The sampling unit consists of a solenoid valve unit for analyzers, an NO2� NO 

converter, an electronic cooler, a pressure regulator unit for T-HC analyzer, a suction 

unit for NOX analyzer, a suction unit for O2 analyzer and flow meters.  

 

5.4.2.4. Gas Analyzers 

The maximum number of analyzers which can be mounted into the system is 6 units, 

including one unit each of T-HC and NOX analyzers.  

• CO Analyzer: NDIR 

• CO2 Analyzer: NDIR 

• T-HC Analyzer: H-FID 

• NOX Analyzer: H-CLD 

Each of the Analyzer Control Units is in a modular construction equipped with 

amplifier, converter and display for HORIBA Models AIA-23 and AIA-23 (AS) 

Infrared Gas Analyzers for CO and CO2, CLA-53 Oxides of Nitrogen Analyzer for 

NOX, and FIA-52 Total Hydrocarbon Analyzer for T-HC analyzer. 

By simplifying operating procedure and signal constitutions, the units are designed with 

main emphasis laid on easy operation. Each of the units includes a switching circuit for 

operating zero, span, measurement and purge solenoid valves independently for each 

analyzer.  
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6. Results 

 
The results acquired during the course of the dual fuel project are presented in this 

chapter. A measurement is initially made to only diesel combustion, followed by results 

regarding dual fuel combustion comparing the two primary fuels used in the 

experiments, normal gasoline and methanol. 

The first done at the laboratory is to find out the minimum diesel fuel flow makes to 

work the engine properly for each compression ratio (CR) studied. Since the CFR F-5 

engine have the capacity of changing the CR, four CR have been selected in order to 

make a comparison among them, thus CR 11, 13, 15 and 18 were chosen for it. 

Since the minimum diesel fuel flow is fixed for each CR, it is being used in each 

experiment with the corresponding injection advance. The injection advance is changed 

with a manual handle, but thanks to the combustion chamber (CC) pressure – crank 

angle graphic shown in real time while the engine is running could be selected.  

The diesel fuel flows selected are 10, 34 ml/min for CR 11; 6, 52 ml/min for CR 13; 5 

ml/min for CR 15 and 3, 85 ml/min for CR 18.All this is shown in the next graphic 

(figure 37). 

 

Figure 37. Minimum diesel fuel flow needed to make work the engine properly 
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It is easily to see and understand as the higher is the CR, the lower is the diesel fuel 

flow needed. Since a high compression ratio is desirable because it allows an engine to 

extract more mechanical energy from a given air-fuel mixture due to its higher thermal 

efficiency, i.e. higher compression ratios permit the same combustion temperature to be 

reached with less fuel. 

Once the experiments are started is seen that the CR 11 is too low and the engine does 

not work properly with this CR, thus only CR 13, 15 and 18 are being studied and 

compared. 

Then, for each primary fuel (gasoline and methanol) and CR with its diesel fuel flow 

selected previously, exhaust gas emissions are measured, and also combustion chamber 

pressure in function of the crank angle and time. All these graphics are shown later on. 

Nevertheless, it is measured for different primary fuel flows, starting with the minimum 

possible injection time and finishing when the engine knocking is too high. Since the 

only controlled is the time of injection in ms (and the pressure being a fixed 4 bars for 

all the experiments done) the minimum injection makes starts the dual fuel working is 

different for each fuel used, being 1,1 ms for gasoline and 1,3 ms for methanol.  

The injection time is related with the primary fuel flow, and the relation is calculated 

with each fuel properties, thus the fuel flow is different for each injection time when is 

running with gasoline or methanol.  

For this reason, the experiments are done with different injection times, but agreeing 

with the same primary fuel flow in order to be able the comparison of the two different 

primary fuel flows used. 

With all measured, the next is being calculated: 

• Excess Air Ratio, lambda (λ)  

• Energy Ratio 

• Engine knocking 

The results obtained are shown just later on, the information which is not included in 

the results is being enclosed in the annexes. 
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6.1. Exhaust gas emissions 

 

In the next table (table 2) is shown the exhaust gas emissions created while the engine is 

running with only diesel (no primary fuel injection) in the different CR selections: 

 

CR THC (ppm) NOX (ppm) CO (ppm) CO2 (%) O2 (%) Lambda  

CR 13 1142,55 415,45 1595,08 7,36 13,47 4,02 

CR 15 727,53 273,13 1606,44 6,34 15,02 5,09 

CR 18 596,42 124,55 2550,76 4,65 17,30 8,29 

Table 2. Exhaust gas emissions in CI diesel engine mode 

 

These results are being compared with the obtained while the engine is running in dual 

fuel mode using gasoline and methanol as primary fuel, which are shown in next 

graphics. With that, it is easily to see and compare which is the most harmful to the 

atmosphere and for that, to the global warming and the climate change. For that, in 

order to realize the investigation, three different kinds of graphics are made: 

• For each gas emitted and primary fuel used, one graphic comparing the different 

CR results versus primary fuel flow in ml/min. 

• For each CR and gas emitted, one graphic comparing the different primary fuels 

used versus Energy Ratio, being it previously calculated. 

• Some graphic gas emitted versus lambda factor, comparing the results and the 

primary fuel used. 

 

Lambda factor, designated with the Greek letter “λ”, designates the air/fuel ratio in a 

mixture entering to the cylinder of the engine, compared with the stequiometric portion 

of the ideal mixture. Lambda factor is calculated with the O2% in volume emitted with 

the exhaust gases measured through the gas analyzers. For this, the next formula is 

used: 

 

Lambda	factor		(λ) =�
20,9

20,9 −%O2exhaust	gas
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Energy ratio (ER) is used to describe the relationship between energy outputs of the 

engine and the energy inputs needed to operate it. The ER is calculated with the next 

formula: 

ER =
Bp ∗ Hp

Bp ∗ Hp + Bs ∗ Hs
 

Where: 

Bp = gasoline or methanol fuel flow [ml/min] 

Bs=diesel fuel flow [ml/min] 

Hp= primary fuel specific heat: 2,22 for gasoline; 2,51 for methanol [KJ/KgºK] 

Hs= secondary fuel specific heat: 1,75 for diesel [KJ/KgºK] 

 

In the next table (table 3) are shown the exhaust gas emissions created while the engine 

is running in dual fuel mode with gasoline as primary fuel. The results are shown for 

each CR and in function of the primary fuel flow injection and the ER calculated in each 

case. 

GASOLINE INJECTION 

CR 13 
Fuel flow 

(ml/min) 

Enery 

Ratio (ER) 

HC 

(ppm) 

NOx 

(ppm) 
CO (ppm) CO2 (%) O2 (%) 

Lambda 

factor 

0 ms 0,00 0,00 842,55 415,45 1595,08 7,36 13,47 4,02 

1,5 ms 2,01 0,28 906,34 476,35 2302,92 8,82 11,73 3,26 

2,5 ms 4,83 0,48 1349,42 1049,05 2952,10 11,11 8,86 2,48 

3,5 ms 7,65 0,60 1442,58 1717,79 2429,90 13,45 5,90 1,99 

4 ms 9,06 0,64 1457,31 2066,27 2562,60 14,86 4,38 1,81 

4,5 ms 10,48 0,67 2264,63 2795,15 5000,00 16,00 2,41 1,62 

CR 15 
Fuel flow 

(ml/min) 

Enery 

Ratio (ER) 

HC 

(ppm) 

NOx 

(ppm) 
CO (ppm) CO2 (%) O2 (%) 

Lambda 

factor 

0 ms 0,00 0,00 727,53 273,13 1606,44 6,34 15,02 5,09 

1,5 ms 2,01 0,34 1179,68 405,13 2793,23 7,53 13,46 4,02 

2 ms 3,42 0,46 1180,71 535,52 3773,35 8,39 12,25 3,46 

2,5 ms 4,83 0,55 1193,26 874,98 3574,16 9,73 10,62 2,91 

3 ms 6,24 0,61 1682,16 1083,15 4088,31 10,27 9,33 2,58 

CR 18 
Fuel flow 

(ml/min) 

Enery 

Ratio (ER) 

HC 

(ppm) 

NOx 

(ppm) 
CO (ppm) CO2 (%) O2 (%) 

Lambda 

factor 

0 ms 0,00 0,00 596,42 124,55 2550,76 4,65 17,30 8,29 

1,5 ms 2,01 0,40 1547,65 84,81 4512,74 5,39 16,05 6,17 

2 ms 3,42 0,53 1741,47 85,42 4345,47 5,25 14,97 5,05 

2,5 ms 4,83 0,61 1976,15 107,45 2870,42 7,70 13,10 3,83 

3 ms 6,24 0,67 2068,03 227,00 3882,60 8,96 11,56 3,20 

Table 3. Exhaust gas emissions in dual fuel mode using gasoline as primary fuel 
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In the next table (table 4) are shown the exhaust gas emissions created while the engine 

is running in dual fuel mode with methanol as primary fuel. The results are shown for 

each CR and in function of the primary fuel flow injection and the ER calculated in each 

case. 

 
METHANOL INJECTION 

CR 13 
Fuel flow 

(ml/min) 

Energy 

Ratio (ER) 
HC (ppm) 

NOx 

(ppm) 
CO (ppm) CO2 (%) O2 (%) 

Lambda 

factor 

0 ms 0,00 0,00 842,55 415,45 1595,08 7,36 13,47 4,02 

1,7 ms 2,01 0,31 569,58 390,02 2202,44 8,49 12,12 3,40 

2,5 ms 4,83 0,52 641,87 540,71 2477,58 8,84 10,53 2,88 

3,4 ms 7,65 0,63 685,27 564,79 2196,45 9,13 9,28 2,57 

3,8 ms 9,06 0,67 707,29 545,95 2049,21 9,23 8,90 2,49 

CR 15 
Fuel flow 

(ml/min) 

Enery 

Ratio (ER) 
HC (ppm) 

NOx 

(ppm) 
CO (ppm) CO2 (%) O2 (%) 

Lambda 

factor  

0 ms 0,00 0,00 727,53 273,13 1606,44 6,34 15,02 5,09 

1,7 ms 2,01 0,37 828,60 341,24 2080,95 6,53 13,90 4,27 

2,1 ms 3,42 0,50 909,39 381,79 2613,53 6,78 13,30 3,93 

2,5 ms 4,83 0,58 953,40 419,45 3065,61 7,14 12,78 3,68 

3 ms 6,24 0,64 838,87 441,19 3134,37 7,86 12,08 3,39 

4 ms 9,58 0,73 914,58 763,26 3545,39 8,70 10,35 2,83 

5 ms 12,83 0,79 867,12 849,35 3322,35 11,05 8,75 2,46 

6 ms 16,09 0,82 737,97 1151,09 2697,28 12,77 6,67 2,10 

6,5 ms 17,71 0,84 691,20 1168,13 2678,50 11,68 6,22 2,04 

CR 18 
Fuel flow 

(ml/min) 

Enery 

Ratio (ER) 
HC (ppm) 

NOx 

(ppm) 
CO (ppm) CO2 (%) O2 (%) 

Lambda 

factor 

0 ms 0,00 0,00 596,42 124,55 2550,76 4,65 17,30 8,29 

1,7 ms 2,01 0,43 1087,55 138,13 3608,65 3,81 16,51 6,81 

2,1 ms 3,42 0,56 1083,74 169,53 4143,53 4,57 15,77 5,83 

2,5 ms 4,83 0,64 1190,32 186,59 4364,59 5,08 15,24 5,28 

3 ms 6,24 0,70 1446,76 75,56 4397,65 5,28 14,90 4,99 

3,5 ms 7,95 0,75 1190,31 100,81 3901,81 7,32 13,57 4,08 

4 ms 9,58 0,78 1428,60 134,28 4334,56 6,57 13,06 3,81 

Table 4. Exhaust gas emissions in dual fuel mode using methanol as primary fuel 
 
 

Each CR for each primary fuel used has different points measured; it is made because in 

the different cases the engine worked different and sometimes do not permit to use 

further fuel flows because of the engine knocking, it is shown in the next section where 

the engine knocking is calculated. 
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The first set of graphics is done in order to compare the gas emissions in the different 

Compression Ratios (CR) investigated, as well as the lambda factor calculated. It is 

shown in the next graphics separating the two primary fuels used: 

 

 

Figure 38. HC gas emission CR comparative in dual fuel mode with gasoline as 

primary fuel 

 

 
Figure 39. NOx gas emission CR comparative in dual fuel mode with gasoline as 

primary fuel 
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Figure 40. CO gas emission CR comparative in dual fuel mode with gasoline as 

primary fuel 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 41. CO2 gas emission CR comparative in dual fuel mode with gasoline as 

primary fuel 
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Figure 42. Lambda factor CR comparative in dual fuel mode with gasoline as primary 

fuel 

 

 

 
 
As the graphics show every gas emission has different behavior, although the behavior 

does not change too much when the CR changes, what does change is the emission level 

being higher or lower depending on the gas emission. 

Figure 38 shows the amount of unburned hydrocarbons (HC) from the exhaust gas of 

engine using gasoline as primary fuel. It seems that HC increases with CR increase and 

are higher as higher is the gasoline amount injected, being the minimum level when no 

gasoline is injected. It could be because the largest HC contribution is done by crevice 

losses, which is created for the gasoline injection in the pre-mixed mixture, thus when 

increasing the compression ratio, the pressure inside will increase and then the unburned 

mixture might be able to be forced more into the same crevices.  

Figure 39 shows the amount of nitrogen oxides (NOx) from the exhaust gas of engine 

using gasoline as primary fuel. According to the theory, the amount of the NOx should 
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involves high activation energy due to the high temperature produced increasing hot 

residuals which increase NOx. Nevertheless, in the experiment it seems the NOx 

emissions are lower as higher is the CR selected, observing the minimum NOx level 

with CR 18 and little amounts of gasoline injection as primary fuel, being even less 

harmful than using only diesel. It might be caused from other factors such as the 

equivalent ratio also varied. Furthermore, a possible cause about the more gasoline 

injected, the more NOx emissions are, could be because the Prompt NOX, which is 

Nitrogen reacting with CH radicals and is dependent on locally fuel rich areas and 

decrease quickly at lean mixtures. 

Figure 40 shows the amount of carbon monoxide (CO) from the exhaust gas of engine 

using gasoline as primary fuel. It is obviously that the effect of air-fuel ratio to CO is 

very strong, being the most important factor that affects the concentration of the CO, 

since the mean reasons are either unavailability of oxygen, mainly because working 

with rich mixture, or too low temperatures due to lean conditions. Furthermore, the 

variation of the amount of the CO might be caused from this effect however the value of 

the concentration is not changed too much. For that, it seems has no certainly trend 

relative to compression ratio, however when comparing the amount of CO on the 

average, it shows that the amount of CO at compression ratio 18 is highest. 

Figure 41 shows the amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the exhaust gas of engine 

using gasoline as primary fuel. It seems CO2 is higher as higher is the gasoline amount 

injected, but lower as higher is the CR selected having the minimum level when no 

gasoline is injected with CR 18. 

As the figure 42 shows, lambda factor (λ) is higher as higher is the CR and decrease 

according as more gasoline is injected. It is easily to explain since lambda depends 

directly with the O2% at the exhaust gas and as more gasoline is injected less O2% in the 

mixture, i.e. the richer is the mixture, the lower is the lambda factor, and the leaner is 

the mixture, the higher is the lambda factor. 
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Figure 43. HC gas emission CR comparative in dual fuel mode with methanol as 

primary fuel 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 44. NOx gas emission CR comparative in dual fuel mode with methanol as 

primary fuel 
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Figure 45. CO gas emission CR comparative in dual fuel mode with methanol as 

primary fuel 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 46. CO2 gas emission CR comparative in dual fuel mode with methanol as 

primary fuel 
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Figure 47. Lambda factor CR comparative in dual fuel mode with methanol as primary 

fuel 

 

 

 

As the graphics show, the behavior using methanol as primary fuel instead of gasoline is 

quite similar, the big difference is that using methanol the gas emissions have been 
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Figure 43 shows the amount of unburned hydrocarbons (HC) from the exhaust gas of 

engine using methanol as primary fuel. It seems that HC increases as CR increase and 

are higher as higher is the methanol amount injected, the same case than using gasoline. 

Nevertheless, the big difference is that using methanol as primary fuel in dual fuel mode 
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mode with CR 13 and 15, although not in the case of CR 18 comparing with only diesel. 
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using only diesel. With CR 15 varied up and down, being lower and higher than with 

only diesel mode in different methanol injection amounts. 

Figure 44 shows the amount of nitrogen oxides (NOx) from the exhaust gas of engine 

using methanol as primary fuel. The experiments show NOx emissions are lower as 

higher is the CR selected, and lower NOx emissions are achieved using methanol as 

primary fuel than using only diesel or gasoline as dual fuel mode with CR 13 and 18, 

although is not the case of CR 15 where higher levels are achieved than with only 

diesel. The lowest NOx level is achieved with CR 18 and richer mixtures, having higher 

NOx emissions with leaner mixtures than with only diesel. With CR 13 are achieved 

lower NOx levels when is injected the minimum methanol amount and arises as more 

methanol is injected.  

Figure 45 shows the amount of carbon monoxide (CO) from the exhaust gas of engine 

using methanol as primary fuel. As in the gasoline case, it is obviously that the effect of 

air-fuel ratio to CO is very strong; being the most important factor that affects the 

concentration of the CO. The difference using methanol instead of gasoline is that the 

CO emissions levels achieved are lower in this case; being even almost 50% lower in 

some cases, although is not lower than using only diesel in any case. In the experiment 

is easily to observe than lower CO emissions levels are achieved as lower CR, having 

the lowest with CR 13. 

Figure 46 shows the amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the exhaust gas of engine. It 

seems CO2 is higher as higher is the gasoline amount injected, but lower as higher is the 

CR selected having the minimum level when the minimum methanol amount is injected 

to the engine with CR 18. Comparing with the use of gasoline, a slightly difference can 

be observed, being a bit lower the CO2 emissions in the case of methanol. 
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The second set of graphics is done in order to compare the gas emissions versus the 

energy ratio (ER) for each CR investigated, as well as the lambda factor calculated. It is 

shown in the next graphics comparing the two primary fuels used: 

 

 

Figure 48. HC gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 13 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 49. HC gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 15 
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Figure 50. HC gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 18 
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Figure 51. NOx gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 13 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 52. NOx gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 15 
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Figure 53. NOx gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 18 
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Figure 54. CO gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 13 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 55. CO gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 15 
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Figure 56. CO gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 18 
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Figure 57. CO2 gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 13 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 58. CO2 gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 15 
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Figure 59. CO2 gas emission primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 18 

 

As the before graphics show, for the three CR, CO2 emission level is lower using 
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Figure 60. Lambda factor primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 13 
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Figure 61. Lambda factor primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 15 

 
 

 
 

Figure 62. Lambda factor primary fuel comparative in dual fuel mode for CR 18 
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The third set of graphics is done in order to compare the gas emissions in function the 

lambda factor calculated for each Compression Ratio (CR) investigated. In this graphics 

is shown the same explained before, but is easier to see how being the mixture leaner or 

richer the exhaust gases act. The graphics are the next comparing the two primary fuels 

for each CR and gas emission: 

 

Figure 63. CO emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 

fuels used (gasoline and methanol) for CR 13 

 

 

Figure 64. CO emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 
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Figure 65. CO emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 

fuels used (gasoline and methanol) for CR 18 

 

 

 

Figure 66. NOx emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 

fuels used (gasoline and methanol) for CR 13 
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Figure 67. NOx emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 

fuels used (gasoline and methanol) for CR 15 

 

 

 

Figure 68. NOx emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 

fuels used (gasoline and methanol) for CR 18 
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Figure 69. HC emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 

fuels used (gasoline and methanol) for CR 13 

 

 

 

Figure 70. HC emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 

fuels used (gasoline and methanol) for CR 15 
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Figure 71. HC emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 

fuels used (gasoline and methanol) for CR 18 

 

 

 

Figure 72. CO2 emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 

fuels used (gasoline and methanol) for CR 13 
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Figure 73. CO2 emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 

fuels used (gasoline and methanol) for CR 15 

 

 

 

Figure 74. CO2 emissions versus lambda (λ) for DDF working with the two primary 

fuels used (gasoline and methanol) for CR 18 
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6.2. Engine knocking 

 

Engine knocking is a very important concept to take into account since how is explained 

in before sections is a typical problem in the DDF engines, thus is not wanted because 

make shorter the engine durability.  

Engine knock is terms that can refer to different phenomena, which are explained in 

before sections, which share the common trait that they give rise to sharp pressure 

derivatives and noise. Diesel knock, for one side, it is normally referred to the initial 

rapid premixed part of the diesel combustion which gives the diesel engine its 

characteristic high pitch metallic sound. For other side, Knock in SI engines, is auto-

ignition of the end gas ahead of the advancing flame front. This auto-ignition gives rise 

to very sharp pressure fluctuations which will damage the engine if allowed to progress 

unchecked. Both of these phenomena can occur during DDF operation and need to be 

controlled from a noise perspective but also since they are potentially harmful to the 

engine.  

These phenomena are defined as noise caused by high frequency pressure oscillations, 

where the amplitude of these oscillations can be as high as peak of combustion pressure. 

In order to control and investigate the engine knocking is important to treat it as 

oscillations, for that the next graphics are made where the combustion chamber pressure 

is calculated versus crank angle or time. In these graphics is possible to analyze when 

engine knocking is occurring because is possible to see the fluctuations in the peak of 

combustion when these phenomena is happening.  

In a dual fuel engine, ignition occurs at different points in the chamber after the delay 

period unlike the single point ignition process of an SI engine. It involves two stages of 

ignition and combustion processes. The first combustion is due to auto-ignition of the 

pilot fuel, and then there is a finite time interval for the second combustion to 

commence. This finite time is sufficient for heat transfer to the end gas to take place 

which increases the end gas pressure, temperature and reaction rate.  

The auto-ignition of a gaseous fuel-air mixture occurs when the released by the reaction 

as heat is larger than the heat lost to the surroundings. The temperature of the mixture 

therefore increases, which in turn increases the rates of reaction until self-ignition 

temperature is reached. The degree of spark knock in dual fuel engine also depends on 
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the time interval between the first and second ignition. It is seen to decrease with 

increased load and combustion temperature. This is contrary to the knock in SI engines 

which increases with increased combustion temperature. The reason for this perhaps is 

the reduced delay period, a result of high combustion temperature. 

For each CR and primary fuel investigated the next graphics show when the engine 

knocking phenomena start happening, since is possible to see the pressure oscillations 

created and study the knock intensity of each test, comparing the amplitude and 

frequency of these oscillations. In order to realize the experiments, for both primary 

fuels (gasoline and methanol), first a measurement with no primary fuel injection was 

made. Nevertheless, later a second measurement was done with the minimum primary 

fuel injection makes the engine running in dual fuel mode and then different tests were 

realized rising up the fuel amount until engine knocking was too high and dangerous for 

the engine. 

The two next graphics show how are the whole combustion chamber pressure graphics, 

the first one (figure 75) versus crank angle arriving until 360 degrees and the second 

one (figure 76) versus time arriving until 120 ms, both being just one crankshaft 

revolution where combustion process happens. Nevertheless, in order to make a better 

comparison we only take into account the more relevant part, since is where the changes 

in the combustion chamber happens and with that the engine knocking, and it is from 

190º to 260º or 70 to 85 ms more or less. 

 

Figure 75. Whole graphic Combustion chamber pressure versus crank angle (360 º) 
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Figure 76. Whole graphic Combustion chamber pressure versus time (120 ms) 

 

 

 

Figure 77. Combustion chamber pressure for CR 13 with the engine working in dual 

fuel mode with gasoline as primary fuel for the different gasoline injection time 
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Figure 78. Combustion chamber pressure for CR 15 with the engine working in dual 

fuel mode with gasoline as primary fuel for the different gasoline injection time 

 

 

 

Figure 79. Combustion chamber pressure for CR 18 with the engine working in dual 

fuel mode with gasoline as primary fuel for the different gasoline injection time 
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Figure 80. Combustion chamber pressure for CR 13 with the engine working in dual 

fuel mode with methanol as primary fuel for the different methanol injection time 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 81. Combustion chamber pressure for CR 15 with the engine working in dual 

fuel mode with methanol as primary fuel for the different methanol injection time 
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Figure 82. Combustion chamber pressure for CR 18 with the engine working in dual 

fuel mode with methanol as primary fuel for the different methanol injection time 
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difference is that working with methanol lower CC pressure was achieved comparing 

the primary fuel amount injected and thus more methanol injection amounts were 

needed to have the same results, which it means gasoline produced higher knock 

intensity than methanol injecting the same primary fuel amount. 

Also is observed, in the case of gasoline and for all CR, the knock intensity started 

before than injecting methanol (more or less some 2-4 ms before), and the knock 

amplitude is higher in this case, as well as more frequently (higher frequency). Being 

with that more dangerous and harmful to the engine. 

Comparing the different CR with the primary fuels investigated we can say the next:   

For CR 13, using methanol as primary fuel, with richer mixtures the engine started to 

work very unstable and not working with more primary fuel injection than 3,8 ms. The 

engine knocking was present from the beginning, being harder through more primary 

fuel was injected. In the case of gasoline, pressure arrived to the high value of 90 bars 

having high values of amplitude and frequency. Comparing the same primary fuel 

injection amount, gasoline achieved 10 bars more than methanol, and a bit higher 

amplitude and frequency of knock intensity.  

For CR 15, the results were quite similar for two primary fuels if you do not compare 

the primary fuel injection amount. Both arrived until similar pressures, being some 55 

bars and similar amplitudes and frequency of the oscillations. The difference was that 

for arrive to the same results, in the case of gasoline was necessary to inject gasoline 

every 3 ms and for methanol every 6,5 ms, more than the double of injections. 

For CR 18, the results were higher for methanol if you do not compare the primary fuel 

injection amount, arriving to 80 bars and a huge amplitude and frequency, but with 

methanol arrived to this point because until this point the knock intensity was not so 

harmful as for gasoline than only arrived until 3 ms. Comparing the same primary fuel 

injection amount, again gasoline has worse results arriving until 55 bars instead of 50 as 

methanol, and higher amplitude and frequency, and methanol very low amplitude and 

frequency for 3 ms.  

With all these results, is easy to observe that, working in dual fuel mode, methanol fuel 

is acts much better against the engine knocking having less intensity than gasoline. The 

amplitudes and frequencies are lower with methanol being less harmful for the engine 

life. 
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7. Summary 

 

In this project from a diesel engine used for investigation was made a dual fuel engine 

system suitable to run with gasoline and methanol as primary fuel and diesel as a pilot 

ignition source for ignition the pre-mixed mixture.  

The measurement on this system was made with three different compression ratios (CR 

13, 15 and 18) in case of different gasoline or methanol injection amounts as primary 

fuels for the dual fuel engine, depending on the fuel was investigated in the tests.  

According to the experimental results in the case of methanol lower HC, NOx, CO and 

CO2 emissions were achieved in comparison with the use of gasoline as primary fuel, 

also including that methanol reduced considerably the emissions from using the engine 

as only diesel working in some cases. For the different CR different results were 

achieved: as higher CR, HC and CO increased, whereas NOx and CO2 decreased.  

Measuring the engine knocking was observed as primary fuel injection increase, also 

increase the combustion chamber pressure and the amplitude and frequency of the 

pressure oscillations increasing the knock intensity with each primary fuel increment. 

The results showed than the engine could admitted more methanol fuel injection 

amounts than gasoline, occurring earlier harder engine knocking with gasoline than 

methanol, thus were possible inject more methanol amounts than gasoline achieving 

better results. Comparing the same primary fuel amounts injected, gasoline had higher 

amplitudes and frequencies, noticing more the knock intensity and deducing with that 

gasoline is more harmful than methanol, having methanol more resistance to the engine 

knocking phenomena. 

In conclusion, the results showed that with the engine working as dual fuel mode, 

methanol was better solution than gasoline obtaining better results comparing the 

exhaust gas emissions, being them less harmful than with gasoline, and engine 

knocking, were demonstrated had much more resistance to this engine problem.  

According to the result further investigation is needed to evolve the operation in dual 

fuel engine working with alcohol as an alternative fuel to petroleum fuels, but it is 

observed how it could be a very good option.  
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